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Abstract

The effects of sphericity are regularly neglected in numerical and laboratory studies that examine the factors controlling

subduction dynamics. Most existing studies have been executed in a Cartesian domain, with the small number of simulations

undertaken in a spherical shell incorporating plates with an oversimplified rheology, limiting their applicability. Here, we

simulate free-subduction of composite visco-plastic plates in 3-D Cartesian and spherical shell domains, to examine the role

of sphericity in dictating the dynamics of subduction, and highlight the limitations of Cartesian models. We identify two

irreconcilable differences between Cartesian and spherical models, which limit the suitability of Cartesian-based studies: (i)

the presence of sidewall boundaries in Cartesian models, which modify the flow regime; and (ii) the reduction of space with

depth in spherical shells, alongside the radial gravity direction, which cannot be captured in Cartesian domains. Although

Cartesian models generally predict comparable subduction regimes and slab morphologies to their spherical counterparts, there

are significant quantitative discrepancies. We find that simulations in Cartesian domains that exceed Earth’s dimensions

overestimate trench retreat. Conversely, due to boundary effects, simulations in smaller Cartesian domains overestimate the

variation of trench curvature driven by plate width. Importantly, spherical models consistently predict higher sinking velocities

and a reduction in slab width with depth, particularly for wider subduction systems, enhancing along-strike slab buckling and

trench curvature. Results imply that sphericity must be considered when simulating Earth’s subduction systems, and that it is

essential for accurately predicting the dynamics of subduction zones of width ˜2400 km or more.
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Key Points:7

• Cartesian models of free subduction are strongly affected by domain size and side-8

wall boundary conditions.9

• The reduction in space with depth on a sphere induces buckling during slab de-10

scent, concentrating buoyancy and increasing sinking velocity.11

• Spherical models are important for simulating Earth’s subduction systems, par-12

ticularly for slabs of width ∼ 2400 km or more.13
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Abstract14

The effects of sphericity are regularly neglected in numerical and laboratory studies that15

examine the factors controlling subduction dynamics. Most existing studies have been16

executed in a Cartesian domain, with the small number of simulations undertaken in a17

spherical shell incorporating plates with an oversimplified rheology, limiting their appli-18

cability. Here, we simulate free-subduction of composite visco-plastic plates in 3-D Carte-19

sian and spherical shell domains, to examine the role of sphericity in dictating the dy-20

namics of subduction, and highlight the limitations of Cartesian models. We identify two21

irreconcilable differences between Cartesian and spherical models, which limit the suit-22

ability of Cartesian-based studies: (i) the presence of sidewall boundaries in Cartesian23

models, which modify the flow regime; and (ii) the reduction of space with depth in spher-24

ical shells, alongside the radial gravity direction, which cannot be captured in Cartesian25

domains. Although Cartesian models generally predict comparable subduction regimes26

and slab morphologies to their spherical counterparts, there are significant quantitative27

discrepancies. We find that simulations in Cartesian domains that exceed Earth’s dimen-28

sions overestimate trench retreat. Conversely, due to boundary effects, simulations in smaller29

Cartesian domains overestimate the variation of trench curvature driven by plate width.30

Importantly, spherical models consistently predict higher sinking velocities and a reduc-31

tion in slab width with depth, particularly for wider subduction systems, enhancing along-32

strike slab buckling and trench curvature. Results imply that sphericity must be con-33

sidered when simulating Earth’s subduction systems, and that it is essential for accu-34

rately predicting the dynamics of subduction zones of width ∼2400 km or more.35

Plain Language Summary36

Subduction zones delineate tectonic plate boundaries where one plate descends be-37

neath another into the underlying mantle. Subduction is responsible for many of Earth’s38

most distinctive geological features, including mountain belts, volcanic island arcs and39

deep sea trenches. It has long been recognised that the shape of subduction zones is in-40

fluenced by Earth’s sphericity, but sphericity’s importance for other aspects of subduc-41

tion dynamics remains unclear, as the majority of existing modelling studies have been42

carried out in (easier to simulate) rectangular computational domains. Here, using sub-43

duction models with viscosity laws appropriate to mimic plate-like behaviour, we com-44

pare predictions from rectangular and spherical models. We show that because rectan-45

gular models cannot capture the reduction in space with increasing depth, they consis-46

tently underestimate sinking velocities of the subducting plate, which determine how plate47

temperatures and strength evolve during sinking. Furthermore, the difference in flow pat-48

terns that develop in rectangular and spherical models changes how the subducting plates49

bend, buckle and migrate. Our models show that the discrepancy between Cartesian and50

spherical subduction models increases with plate width, indicating that spherical mod-51

els must be used when examining the dynamics of subduction systems that exceed ∼2400 km52

in width.53

1 Introduction54

Subduction is the process where oceanic lithosphere descends into the underlying55

mantle at a convergent plate boundary, providing the major buoyancy force that drives56

plate tectonics and mantle convection (e.g., Forsyth & Uyeda, 1975; Lithgow-Bertelloni57

& Richards, 1998; Stern, 2002). Subduction zones influence a wide range of surface pro-58

cesses, including orogeny, the formation of island arcs, the generation and preservation59

of mineral deposits, and the occurrence of hazardous earthquakes (e.g., Yuan et al., 2000;60

O’Brien, 2001; Stern, 2002; Rosenbaum et al., 2005; Capitanio et al., 2007; Ishizuka et61

al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; Rubey et al., 2017; Perrin et al., 2018; Beall et al., 2021),62

whilst the descent of subducting slabs also organises underlying mantle flow, modulat-63
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ing deep mantle structure and the location of upwelling plumes (e.g., Bower et al., 2013;64

Davies, Goes, & Lau, 2015; Davies, Goes, & Sambridge, 2015; Hassan et al., 2016; Holt65

& Royden, 2020; Royden & Holt, 2020). Understanding the subduction process is there-66

fore of fundamental importance.67

Subduction systems have been studied extensively through both laboratory and68

numerical approaches, in a Cartesian domain. Several studies have examined how the69

thermo-chemical structure and material properties of slabs influence the dynamics of sub-70

duction and the resulting slab morphology (e.g., Bellahsen et al., 2005; Schmeling et al.,71

2008; Ribe, 2010; Stegman, Farrington, et al., 2010; Garel et al., 2014; Goes et al., 2017;72

Mériaux et al., 2018; Suchoy et al., 2021), with many analysing the interaction of slabs73

with the mantle transition zone (e.g., Č́ıžková et al., 2002; Tagawa et al., 2007; Garel74

et al., 2014; Agrusta et al., 2017). Cartesian simulations have also been used to exam-75

ine: (i) the role of slab width in dictating the evolution of subduction systems, partic-76

ularly the shape and curvature of the trench (e.g., Stegman et al., 2006; Schellart et al.,77

2007; Stegman, Schellart, & Freeman, 2010; Strak & Schellart, 2016); (ii) the impact of78

downgoing plate heterogeneities, such as oceanic plateaus and ridges (e.g., Martinod et79

al., 2005; Mason et al., 2010; van Dinther et al., 2010; Suchoy et al., 2022); and (iii) the80

importance of an overriding plate (e.g., Jarrard, 1986; Lallemand et al., 2005; Heuret et81

al., 2007; Capitanio, Stegman, et al., 2010; van Dinther et al., 2010; Garel et al., 2014).82

These numerical and laboratory studies in an enclosed Cartesian domain provide valu-83

able insight into the sensitivity of subduction to several controlling parameters.84

Many of the primary features of Earth’s subduction zones, however, are proposed85

to be a consequence of our planet’s sphericity. Although not simply the result of slab bend-86

ing into a sphere, as originally proposed by Frank (1968), arc curvature is likely affected87

by the spherical shape of the plates and mantle. As slabs descend into the mantle they88

are squeezed into a smaller area, which is achieved through shortening in the trench-parallel89

direction, either via slab thickening or buckling (e.g., Scholz & Page, 1970; Strobach, 1973;90

Laravie, 1975; Bayly, 1982). This has been demonstrated numerically by Fukao et al. (1987)91

and Yamaoka (1988), who showed that such buckling likely occurs within the stress en-92

vironment of Earth’s mantle, at a wavelength that depends on the subducting slab’s thick-93

ness and its deformable length. This, in turn, will influence the state of stress in the sub-94

ducting slab, in particular in a trench-parallel direction (Tanimoto, 1998), with radial95

tears mapped along Wadati-Benioff zones believed to accommodate lateral strains that96

develop as slabs descend into a spherical shell (e.g., Yamaoka et al., 1986; Cahill & Isacks,97

1992; Miller et al., 2006; Schettino & Tassi, 2012). These features demonstrate that the98

geometric consequences of subduction into a spherical shell are likely significant.99

Existing Cartesian based studies have the shortcomings that: (i) they include side100

boundaries that do not exist in the mantle and, regardless of the thermo-mechanical con-101

ditions specified at these boundaries, they will influence the resulting dynamics (e.g., Gur-102

nis & Hager, 1988; Pysklywec et al., 2000; Piromallo et al., 2006; Heuret et al., 2007; Č́ıžková103

et al., 2007; Stegman, Farrington, et al., 2010; Duretz et al., 2011; Quinquis et al., 2011;104

Holt et al., 2017); (ii) gravity acts in the vertical direction, as opposed to the radial di-105

rection on Earth; (iii) the top and bottom surfaces of the Cartesian domain have the same106

surface area, which differs to Earth’s mantle, where space constricts with depth; (iv) the107

top and bottom surfaces of the Cartesian domain are straight edges, which differs to the108

curved surfaces that bound Earth’s mantle, the latter potentially increasing the geomet-109

ric stiffness of slabs (Mahadevan et al., 2010; Schettino & Tassi, 2012); and (v) the cur-110

vature of internal interfaces on a sphere reduces the incidence angle when a descending111

slab interacts with the transition zone, potentially enhancing slab stagnation and trench112

retreat (e.g., Christensen, 2001; Torii & Yoshioka, 2007; Tagawa et al., 2007; Ribe, 2010).113

These key geometrical differences between Cartesian and spherical models are illustrated114

in Figure 1.115
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Figure 1. Geometrical properties of a spherical shell geometry that may influence the dy-

namics and evolution of subduction systems, relative to a Cartesian domain: (a) in a Cartesian

domain, the direction of gravity, g, illustrated by dashed arrows, is vertically downwards and

parallel across the entire domain. The length l1 is equal to the length l2 at depth; (b) the cor-

responding scenario in a spherical geometry, where material concentrates as it sinks radially

towards the centre of the sphere. Bounded by the same radial lines, oriented in the direction of

gravity, the length l2 at depth is shorter than l1 at the surface. For a 3-D sphere, the tangential

area decreases with increasing depth (i.e., the mantle closes in upon itself), requiring slabs to

shorten in the trench-parallel direction, either by thickening or buckling (e.g., Strobach, 1973);

(c) the curvature of the sphere implies that the dip of a descending slab decreases relative to an

internal interface. The example highlighted shows a straight slab of dip α intersecting the lower

mantle in Cartesian and spherical geometries (note, distance not to scale). The slab forms an

angle α with the lower mantle in the Cartesian domain (in blue). In the spherical domain (in

green), the tip of the slab traveled an angular distance of θ to reach the lower mantle, and forms

an angle of (α − θ) with the curved interface at the point of intersection. The angular difference

(θ) due to the curvature is ∼5◦ for plates with an upper mantle dip (α) of 60◦. In this study,

we test how these differences, and other discrepancies between Cartesian and spherical domains,

influence the dynamics and evolution of subduction systems.

Recent studies in Cartesian domains have attempted to reduce the impact of ar-116

tificial boundaries using open boundary conditions, with only normal flow permitted across117

sidewalls (e.g., Chertova et al., 2012, 2018). Other studies, using the Boundary Element118

Method (BEM) (e.g., Pozrikidis, 1992; Morra et al., 2007), have utilised infinite-domain119

boundary conditions (e.g., Ribe, 2010; Li & Ribe, 2012). However, Earth’s mantle is a120

spherical shell of finite dimensions, in which convecting cells could ultimately feed back121

on each other. These feedbacks are constrained by the size of the sphere and will not be122

captured in simulations with open boundaries or infinite domains. Whilst they can be123

partially captured through periodic boundary conditions (e.g., Gurnis & Hager, 1988;124

Han & Gurnis, 1999; Enns et al., 2005; Capitanio, Zlotnik, & Faccenna, 2010; Schellart125

& Strak, 2021), results will remain sensitive to the dimensions of the domain (e.g., Enns126

et al., 2005). In light of this, it is important to carefully assess the applicability of Carte-127

sian simulations for investigating the evolution of subduction systems on Earth, which128

is a goal of this study.129

Recently, Morra et al. (2009) used spherical BEM models at the planetary scale130

to demonstrate that, during subduction, Earth’s sphericity can drive the development131

of concave curvatures at plate edges and, for wider plates, complex folding at the cen-132

tre that becomes more pronounced at depth. This is consistent with the postulated role133
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of Earth’s sphericity and lack of space in inducing slab shortening and buckling. Build-134

ing on their earlier study, Morra et al. (2012) incorporated a viscosity jump at 660 km135

depth, demonstrating that slab-transition-zone interaction can further enhance lateral136

heterogeneity in trench behaviour, with some trench segments partially advancing and137

others partially retreating, as Earth’s sphericity makes it difficult to maintain plate rigid-138

ity for wide plates. Chamolly and Ribe (2021) performed scaling analyses in an axisym-139

metric shell, validated with BEM simulations, to demonstrate that the effects of spheric-140

ity are highly dependent on subducting plate size, suggesting that Earth’s sphericity af-141

fects a slab’s trench-parallel normal stress more than its sinking speed. Chamolly and142

Ribe (2021) attributed the rise of these compressional stresses to the reduction of space143

during slab descent. Overall, the BEM approach has many advantages over traditional144

finite element approaches, including increased numerical efficiency. However, there are145

important limitations, including difficulties in simulating variable viscosity plates. This146

is a major shortcoming as a growing body of (Cartesian) studies demonstrate that com-147

plex plate rheology is fundamental to reproducing the dynamics of subduction on Earth148

(e.g., OzBench et al., 2008; Capitanio, Stegman, et al., 2010; Stegman, Farrington, et149

al., 2010; Garel et al., 2014; Király et al., 2017; Alsaif et al., 2020; Cerpa et al., 2022).150

In this study, we simulate free subduction of a composite rheology slab in 3-D Carte-151

sian and spherical shell geometries, to examine the role of sphericity in dictating the dy-152

namics of subduction, and to determine when, and under what conditions, the Carte-153

sian approximation of the subduction system breaks down. The paper is structured as154

follows. We first describe our numerical model setup, and summarise the different cases155

examined. We subsequently present a systematic quantitative comparison between sim-156

ulations in Cartesian and spherical shell domains across a broad parameter space. We157

end by discussing how our results impact any inferences drawn from existing Cartesian158

studies, in addition to their implications for an improved understanding of the spatial159

and temporal evolution of subduction zones on Earth.160

2 Methods161

2.1 Governing Equations and Numerical Solution Strategy162

We follow the approach outlined in Chen et al. (2022). We simulate multi-material163

free subduction of a composite visco-plastic plate into an ambient mantle, in both 3-D164

Cartesian and 3-D spherical shell domains, which extend from the surface to a depth of165

2890 km. Assuming incompressibility, the governing equations for this problem are the166

continuity equation167

∇ · u = 0, (1)168

the conservation of momentum equation for infinite Prandtl number169

−∇p+∇ ·
[
µ
(
∇u+ (∇u)

T
)]

= g∆ρΓk̂ (2)170

and an advection equation for composition171

∂Γ

∂t
+ u · ∇Γ = 0, (3)172

where u is velocity, p the pressure, µ the viscosity, ρ the density, g gravity acceleration,173

k̂ unit vector in the direction opposite gravity, and Γ the material volume fraction (Γ =174

1 in a region occupied by a given material and Γ = 0 elsewhere). The average viscos-175

ity is calculated through a geometric mean176

µave = µΓi
i , (4)177

where µi is the viscosity of material i, and Γi is the relative volume fraction of material178

i in the vicinity of the finite-element node at which the effective viscosity µave is needed.179
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Viscosity (× 2e20 Pa s)

10001 10010

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Anisotropic adapted unstructured mesh at the symmetry plane from Case

S W4800, prior to slab interaction with the lower mantle. Each panel focuses on a different

region of the domain: (a) a broad region surrounding the slab, illustrating areas of high mesh

resolution in regions of dynamic significance (i.e. associated with high curvatures in the velocity

and viscosity fields and at the boundary between different materials) – note also the region of

high mesh resolution ahead of the slab, facilitated through metric advection, which ensures suffi-

cient resolution in regions of dynamic significance between mesh adapts (e.g., Davies et al., 2011);

(b, c) illustrating anisotropic elements that align with material interfaces of the subducting slab,

leading to a dramatic reduction in the number of degrees of freedom required for this problem

(relative to meshes with isotropic elements), further increasing computational efficiency.

Simulations are carried out using Fluidity (e.g., Davies et al., 2011; Kramer et al.,180

2012; Davies et al., 2016), a computational modelling framework supporting finite ele-181

ment and control volume discretisations on anisotropic, adaptive, unstructured meshes.182

Fluidity has been validated for visco-plastic simulations like those examined herein (e.g.183

Le Voci et al., 2014; Tosi et al., 2015), and for simulations in a spherical shell domain184

(e.g., Kramer, Davies, & Wilson, 2021). In the context of this study, the framework has185

several ideal features. Fluidity: (i) can run simulations in 3-D Cartesian and spherical186

shell domains, using a consistent code base; (ii) uses an anisotropic unstructured mesh,187

which enables the straightforward representation of complex geometries and materials;188

(iii) dynamically optimizes this mesh, across parallel processors, providing increased res-189

olution in areas of dynamic importance, thus allowing for accurate simulations across190

a range of length-scales within a single model; (iv) can employ a free-surface boundary191

condition, which is important for correctly capturing slab decoupling from the surface192

(Kramer et al., 2012); (v) utilises the highly-scalable parallel linear system solvers avail-193

able in PETSc (Balay et al., 1997, 2021a, 2021b), which can efficiently handle sharp, or-194

ders of magnitude variations in viscosity; and (vi) has a novel interface-preservation scheme,195

which allows for the incorporation of distinct materials using volume fractions (Wilson,196

2009). In this study, Fluidity’s adaptive mesh capabilities are utilised to provide a lo-197

cal resolution of 3 km in regions of dynamic significance (i.e. at the interface between ma-198

terials and in regions of strong velocity and viscosity contrasts), with a coarser resolu-199

tion of up to 300 km elsewhere (Figure 2).200

2.2 Model Setup201

The subducting lithosphere comprises a 2200 km-long composite plate of constant202

initial thickness (h=70 km) with a core isoviscous layer (hc=30 km) embedded in upper203

and lower visco-plastic layers with viscosities that follow a von Mises law, consistent with204

the reference plate in Chen et al. (2022). Upper and lower visco-plastic layers approx-205
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Setup of our simulations in: (a) a 3-D Cartesian geometry; and (b) a hemispherical-

shell geometry. In both configurations, we exploit the symmetry of the system, halving the

computational domain’s extent, whilst bottom and top (inner and outer) boundaries approximate

Earth’s core-mantle-boundary and surface, respectively. The side plate is flat in the Cartesian

geometry (a), but has a domed shape in the spherical geometry (b), initiated a constant distance

from the symmetry plane. (c) Initial slab tip geometry of our layered visco-plastic plates in the

Cartesian domain, where the tip is bent an angle of α with respect to the vertical. (d) Initial

slab tip geometry in the spherical shell domain, where the tip is at an angle of α to the radial

direction.

imate the strain-rate weakening that occurs above and below the slab core in thermo-206

mechanical simulations of subduction (e.g. Garel et al., 2014), following OzBench et al.207

(2008). Upper and lower layers are assigned the minimum viscosity between the New-208

tonian viscosity µNewt and an effective von Mises viscosity µvM, such that purely viscous209

deformation occurs as long as the second invariant of the stress tensor τII = 2µε̇II (where210

ε̇II is the second invariant of strain rate tensor) does not reach the critical yield stress,211

τyield. The effective viscosity of the visco-plastic layers is given by:212

µvM =

{
τII
2ε̇II

, if τ < τyield
τyield
2ε̇II

, if τ ≥ τyield
(5)213

Cartesian models (Figure 3a) have a top surface with a free surface boundary con-214

dition and free-slip boundary conditions elsewhere, including the symmetric mid-plane.215

The gravity direction is vertical. For spherical simulations (Figure 3b), the domain is216

a hemispherical shell with outer and inner radii that correspond to Earth’s surface and217

core-mantle boundary (CMB), respectively. The spherical model has a free-surface bound-218

ary condition on the outer surface, and a free-slip boundary condition on the symme-219

try plane and CMB. The gravity direction points radially towards the centre of the sphere.220

The subducting plate is surrounded by mantle material, with no overriding or trail-221

ing plate. When the plate advances, the mantle material fills in behind the trailing edge.222

A side plate (dome-shaped in the spherical case) covers the entire domain adjacent to223

the subducting plate. It has the same thickness as the subducting plate, and is placed224
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Table 1. Parameters common to all simulations examined herein.

Parameter Symbol Value

Gravitational acceleration g 10 m/s2

Whole plate thickness h 70 km
Core plate thickness hc 30 km
Characteristic depth (whole mantle) H 2890 km
Depth of upper mantle Hum 660 km
Upper mantle reference viscosity µum 2.0× 1020 Pa s
Lower mantle reference viscosity µlm 50× µum

Core plate viscosity µcp 100× µum

Initial viscosity of visco-plastic layer µNewt 100× µum

Side plate viscosity µsp 1000× µum

Yield stress τyield 100 MPa
Mantle density ρ 3300 kg/m3

Plate density relative to mantle density ∆ρ 80 kg/m3

22 km away from the plate’s edge, keeping a constant distance from the symmetry plane.225

The side plate is 1000 times more viscous than adjacent upper mantle material, and pre-226

vents lateral flow from narrowing the width of downgoing plate (as in Holt et al., 2017).227

The lower mantle is 50 times more viscous than the upper mantle, with the viscosity jump228

at 660 km depth. Model parameters common to all simulations are listed in Table 1.229

2.3 Cases Examined230

Our models and the parameters explored are listed in Table 2. We examined three231

subducting-plate widths, of 1200 km, 2400 km and 4800 km, in both Cartesian and spher-232

ical domains. For the reference Cartesian simulations, following the setup of Stegman,233

Farrington, et al. (2010), the domain is 4000 km long, 2890 km deep, whilst the width234

(W ) depends on the width of the plate (w) where w/W = 0.3. In a domain of these235

dimensions, the tail of the plate is 600 km from the edge of the domain. To test the ef-236

fects of Cartesian domain size, we also ran some ‘big’ cases in a domain where we quadru-237

pled the trailing edge distance, the trench distance and the side distance, which denote238

perpendicular distances from the trailing edge, trench, and side of plate to the domain239

boundaries, respectively.240

The geometrical differences between Cartesian and spherical shell domains leads241

to intrinsic differences in the initial geometry of the subducting plate setup. In our ref-242

erence Cartesian cases, the initial slab tip geometry is prescribed with a bending radius243

of 250 km, terminating at an angle of α to the vertical direction (Figure 3c), which we244

set to 77◦ following the setup of Garel et al. (2014). However, if one assumes the same245

angle to the radial direction, the initial slab tip lies deeper in the spherical shell domain246

(Figure 3d). To determine if this difference has a significant impact on results, we have247

also examined two additional cases: (i) a 1200 km-wide Cartesian case where the initial248

slab tip depth is consistent with the spherical cases (C W1200 Deep case, with α = 83.9◦);249

and (ii) a 1200 km-wide spherical case where the initial slab tip is shorter and its initial250

depth consistent with Cartesian cases (S W1200 Shallow case, with α = 63◦).251

With a total of 11 cases, we examine the differences between subduction dynam-252

ics in Cartesian and spherical shell domains for three plate widths, while simultaneously253

exploring the effects of Cartesian domain sizes, and the potential effects of the intrin-254

sic differences in initial conditions arising from the geometric differences between differ-255

ent domain types.256
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Table 2. Simulations examined and associated model parameters. Width refers to full plate

width (of which only half is simulated, assuming a central symmetry plane). Trailing Dist.,

Trench Dist., and Side Dist. represent perpendicular distances from the trailing edge, trench, and

side of plate to the domain boundary, respectively. Dip angle refers to the angle to the gravita-

tional direction that the initial slab tip terminates at.

Case Domain Width Trailing Dist. Trench Dist. Side Dist. Dip Angle

(km) (km) (km) (km) (◦)

C W1200 Cartesian 1200 600 1200 1400 77

C W1200 Big Cartesian 1200 2400 4800 5600 77

C W1200 Deep Cartesian 1200 2400 4800 5600 83.9

C W2400 Cartesian 2400 600 1200 2800 77

C W2400 Big Cartesian 2400 2400 4800 11200 77

C W4800 Cartesian 4800 600 1200 5600 77

C W4800 Big Cartesian 4800 2400 4800 22400 77

S W1200 Spherical 1200 - - - 77

S W1200 Shallow Spherical 1200 - - - 63

S W2400 Spherical 2400 - - - 77

S W4800 Spherical 4800 - - - 77

2.4 Model Diagnostics257

To quantify how the computational domain’s geometry and size influence results,258

we have calculated several diagnostic outputs from these models. We define the bound-259

ary of the slab as the 0.5 contour of the mantle material volume fraction (material vol-260

ume fraction = 1 when the material is mantle, 0 otherwise). Based on this contour, we261

extract the slab tip depth, slab tip width (measured at 100 km above the deepest slab262

tip depth), and trench location (measured at 15 km depth). We calculate the ratio of trench263

retreat to the total amount of slab convergence (sum of trench retreat and trailing edge264

advance). We also trace the evolution of trench geometry relative to the initial trench265

shape at a depth of 15 km using the slab contour. We extract the maximum sinking ve-266

locity in the direction of gravity, both at the symmetry plane and throughout the en-267

tire domain. In Cartesian domains, the direction of gravity is always vertical, whereas268

for spherical models, the direction of gravity is radially towards the centre of the sphere269

from the point of measurement. All measurements are taken at the symmetry plane, un-270

less otherwise specified.271

3 Sensitivity to Cartesian Domain Size272

We compare predictions from Cartesian simulations for a range of plate widths in273

two different domain sizes: (i) the reference domain size; and (ii) the ‘Big’ domain.274

We find that both trench retreat (Figure 4g-i) and the ratio between trench retreat275

and total descent (Figure 4j-l) increase in larger Cartesian boxes, which influences the276

evolution of trench shape. In our reference domain, as plate width increases, the trench277

evolves from a ‘C’-shape to a ‘W’-shape (an ‘S’-shape when halved at the symmetry plane)278

with enhanced localised concave curvature close to the trench’s edge, as illustrated in279

Figure 5. Although the centre of the trench retreats quicker for 1200 km-wide cases in280

the larger Cartesian domain, the subduction regime remains consistent with its refer-281

ence domain size equivalent. However, for 4800 km-wide plates, the centre of the trench282

retreats in the larger domain, but advances in the smaller domain. In other words, this283
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Figure 4. Comparison between simulations at plate widths of 1200 km (left column:

a,d,g,j,m), 2400 km (central column: b,e,h,k,n) and 4800 km (right column: c,f,i,l,o). (a–c) slab

tip depth, as a function of time, where the upper–lower mantle boundary is indicated by the

black line at 660 km depth; (d–f) vertical/radial slab sinking velocity at the symmetry plane

(Cen.) and the maximum sinking velocity anywhere along the slab (Max.); (g–i) amount of

trench retreat; (j–l) ratio of trench retreat to total length of plate subducted, the latter equating

to the sum of trench retreat and trailing edge advance; (m–o) change in slab tip width over time,

measured 100 km above the slab’s deepest point. In all plots, triangles and filled circles indicate

the time where the slab tip first reaches 660 km depth for Cartesian and spherical simulations,

respectively. All measurements are taken at the symmetry plane except for the maximum sinking

velocity (in d–f) and slab tip width (in m–o). In panel d, the maximum sinking velocities across

the entire domain correspond to the sinking velocities at the slab centre, thus results overlap.
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simulation initiation. S – Spherical; C – Cartesian; C Big – ‘Big’ Cartesian domain.

case transitions into a different subduction regime purely through a change in the do-284

main size (Figure 4g,i).285

These along-strike variations in trench shape are accompanied by differences in sink-286

ing velocities across the slab: for 1200 km-wide cases, maximum sinking velocities are287

consistent throughout, but for 4800 km-wide cases, the maximum sinking velocity is ∼288

1 cm/yr less at the symmetry plane than the overall slab maximum (Figure 4d,f). In gen-289

eral, we find that subducting slabs sink faster in larger Cartesian domains than in smaller290

domains, as evidenced by both slab tip depths and sinking velocities as a function of time291

(Figure 4a-f). Although this trend is consistent across all plate widths examined, dis-292

crepancies increase with increasing plate width: the difference in maximum sinking ve-293

locity at the symmetry plane between simulations in the reference and ‘big’ Cartesian294

domains increases from ∼0.37 cm/yr (∼ 3.9% of the maximum velocity at the symme-295

try plane for the reference domain size) for 1200 km-wide slabs to ∼0.73 cm/yr (∼ 9.4%)296

for 4800 km-wide slabs (Figure 4d,f; cf. C Centre and C Big Centre). We note that along-297

strike differences in sinking velocities are reduced in the bigger Cartesian domain. For298

4800 km-wide plates, the difference in the maximum sinking velocity across the trench299

is ∼ 1.15 cm/yr (∼ 14.9% of the maximum sinking velocity at the symmetry plane) in300

the reference domain, but only ∼ 0.85 cm/yr (∼ 10%) in the bigger domain.301

It is noteworthy that discrepancies between Cartesian models in different domain302

sizes are enhanced upon slab interaction with the more viscous lower mantle at 660 km303

depth. This is clearly visible in the 2400 km-wide cases, and is also observed for the 4800 km-304

wide cases, with divergence in a range of diagnostics evident post interaction with the305
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Figure 6. 3-D morphology of spherical (top) and Cartesian (bottom) cases, 12Myr after

model initiation, at a plate width of: (a/d) 1200 km; (b/e) 2400 km; (c/f) 4800 km. All Cartesian

results shown are from simulations in the ‘Big’ domains.

mantle transition zone. Particularly affected are rates of trench retreat and the trench306

retreat to total descent ratio (Figure 4h,k). At a width of 2400 km, upon interaction with307

the lower mantle the slab keeps retreating in the larger domain. Conversely, trench ad-308

vance occurs at the symmetry plane in the reference domain. Once again, this highlights309

a transition into a different subduction regime purely as a consequence of a change in310

domain dimensions (Figure 4i,j).311

Taken together, these results provide clear evidence that enforced boundary con-312

ditions at domain sidewalls affect the system’s ability to transport material in a regime313

dominantly dictated by slab and adjacent mantle properties. In smaller domains, the lim-314

ited space between sidewalls and the subducting slab confines the space through which315

mantle material can flow around the slab, as suggested in previous studies (e.g., Piro-316

mallo et al., 2006; Stegman et al., 2006; Quinquis et al., 2011; Duretz et al., 2011, 2012).317

Such boundary effects are reduced in larger domains due to an increase in the distance318

between the slab and side boundaries (e.g., Chertova et al., 2012; Č́ıžková et al., 2012).319

Trench retreat requires material transport around the slab (e.g., Schellart, 2004; Funi-320

ciello et al., 2006), which is easier when boundaries are located further from the subduc-321

tion zone. As trench retreat is enhanced in larger Cartesian domains, slabs expend less322

energy in bending at the trench (e.g., Capitanio et al., 2007; Goes et al., 2017), partic-323

ularly at the symmetry plane. Consequently, we also observe increased slab sinking ve-324

locities as the domain size increases, and less variation in sinking velocities along the en-325

tire slab. We note that the impact of boundary conditions is expected to increase with326

increasing mantle viscosity (e.g., Piromallo et al., 2006), as the flow field extends over327

a larger area. This explains the increased discrepancies observed between Cartesian mod-328

els in different domain sizes post interaction with the higher viscosity lower mantle. Given329

that boundary effects are reduced in the ‘Big’ domain, in the following sections we mainly330

compare Cartesian results from these larger cases with their equivalent spherical sim-331

ulations to isolate the role of sphericity on subduction models.332

4 The Role of Sphericity333

Models of subduction in a spherical shell better capture the geometry of Earth’s334

mantle than their Cartesian counterparts. In a reassuring result, we find that spherical335

shell models generally produce subduction styles and associated slab morphologies that336
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are similar to their Cartesian equivalents. This is particularly true in the case of nar-337

row slabs, and when comparing to simulations in the larger Cartesian domains. In both338

spherical and Cartesian simulations, as subduction initiates, the slab tip steepens. Dur-339

ing the upper mantle sinking phase, for slabs ≤ 2400 km in width, the trench steadily340

retreats from its initial position, and the plate’s trailing edge advances steadily. For 4800 km-341

wide slabs, however, trench retreat is limited, particularly at the symmetry plane. Ac-342

cordingly, as subduction matures, we observe increasing along-strike trench curvatures343

and associated variations in slab morphology with increasing plate width, consistent with344

predictions from Cartesian models. Across all widths examined, following interaction with345

the viscosity jump at 660 km depth, the slab tip is deflected, the slab sinking rate reduces346

substantially, and the upper mantle section of the slab steepens. The slab then slowly347

sinks into the lower mantle (Figures 5 and 6).348

Despite these similarities, there are important discrepancies between spherical and349

Cartesian model predictions, particularly when comparing trench retreat velocities, the350

evolution of slab width during slab descent, and slab sinking velocities. Moreover, the351

significance of such discrepancies increases for wider plates. At the symmetry plane, we352

find that Cartesian models in the reference and larger domains underestimate and over-353

estimate trench retreat velocities, respectively, when compared to their spherical coun-354

terparts. This highlights an important shortcoming of Cartesian simulations: although355

increasing the box size can allow less restricted material transport around the slab, re-356

ducing the impact of side boundaries, Earth’s subduction systems are confined by the357

mantle’s dimensions. As a consequence, Cartesian simulations in domains that exceed358

Earth’s dimensions, or those with infinite or open boundaries, fail to capture the com-359

plexity of mantle flow generated by subduction in a finite domain, particularly as plates360

get wider. Although the flow generated by subduction on a sphere does not interact with361

sidewalls, for a wide plate, the flow field is forced around the sphere and can extend over362

a large area. Given the domain’s finite dimensions and geometry, such flow can ultimately363

feedback on the dynamics of subduction, limiting the transport of material from the back364

to the front of a subducting slab (Figure 7). As a consequence, the larger the plate, the365

harder it is to retreat in a spherical domain, especially at the slab centre. We note that366

such feedbacks will not be fully captured in Cartesian domains, even with periodic bound-367

aries, as the flow regime in a spherical setting is fully 3-D and not completely periodic368

(Figure 7).369

Due to these factors that hamper the retreat of wide slabs on a sphere, such plates370

transition more towards a bending mode, particularly at the symmetry plane. As noted371

previously, such bending means that more energy is expended deforming the slab at its372

centre, leading to locally lower sinking speeds relative to the plate’s edges, and reinforc-373

ing along-strike morphological differences. Despite this, we find that spherical models374

consistently display maximum sinking velocities that exceed their large box Cartesian375

counterparts (Figure 4d-f), and that these differences generally grow over time. This is376

significant and contrary to energetic expectations, implying important differences else-377

where between Cartesian and spherical systems.378

Our results demonstrate that slabs in spherical models have higher maximum sink-379

ing velocities than their Cartesian counterparts (Figure 4d-f). Moreover, we find that380

these maximum sinking velocities are largely insensitive to initial conditions. We have381

tested whether the different basal areas of subducting plates (with the same upper sur-382

face area) in Cartesian and spherical domains impacts results, given its effect on basal383

drag. Although not plotted herein, we found that increasing the basal area of spherical384

models to match the corresponding Cartesian model made little difference to the diag-385

nostic outputs examined. We have also investigated the effect of initial slab tip geom-386

etry, through Case C W1200 Deep and Case S W1200 Shallow, and found that whilst387

the initial tip geometry influences initial slab buoyancy, initial sinking velocity and ac-388

cordingly strain-rate-dependent viscosity, it has very little influence on the peak sink-389
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Figure 7. Tangential velocities at 300 km depth, 12Myr after model initiation, for spherical

cases: (a) S W1200 and (b) S W4800. The location of the slab at this depth is outlined in white.

Glyphs represent tangential velocity directions and magnitudes, with the largest glyph equating

to a magnitude of 3 cm/yr. The maximum tangential velocities for the 1200 km and 4800 km wide

spherical cases are 2.7 cm/yr and 3 cm/yr, respectively. Note how the 4800 km wide slab covers

a substantial proportion of the distance between the equator and the pole, driving a flow field

across the entire hemispherical domain.

ing velocity. In the case of C W1200 Deep, although a deeper initial slab tip increased390

initial slab sinking velocities compared to case C W1200 Big, velocities do not increase391

to match those of case S W1200 (4d). Our analyses suggest that persistently higher ini-392

tial sinking velocities in spherical cases arise due to the radial gravity direction on a sphere.393

As subduction initiates, the slab tip steepens, but requires less bending to align with the394

radial direction in a spherical domain than with the vertical direction in a Cartesian do-395

main. However, despite the differences in initial sinking velocity, the maximum sinking396

velocity reached in case C W1200 Deep is comparable to case C W1200 Big with the ref-397

erence initial tip configuration (Figure 4d), demonstrating that the peak sinking veloc-398

ity is insensitive to its initial geometry. Likewise, the shorter initial tip in case S W1200 Shallow399

reduced the initial sinking velocity compared to case S W1200, but still reached a sim-400

ilar maximum sinking velocity as S W1200, which is much higher than Cartesian model401

C W1200 with similar initial tip depth. This further illustrates that the peak sinking ve-402

locity is less sensitive to the initial slab tip configuration than it is to the domain type.403

Given that spherical models display consistently higher maximum sinking velocities than404

their Cartesian counterparts (Figure 4d-f), we conclude that the increase in sinking ve-405

locity arises due to another aspect of subduction in a spherical domain.406

We find that spherical models consistently exhibit a reduction in slab tip width over407

time (i.e., slab tip narrows in the trench-parallel direction), whereas in Cartesian mod-408

els, slabs generally maintain their initial width as they descend (Figures 4m-o and 8).409

For example, in a spherical domain, the 4800 km-wide slab narrows by ∼ 230 km prior410

to interaction with the transition zone. Differences in slab thickness between the spher-411

ical and Cartesian models are negligible (not shown), indicating that slabs tend to shorten412

in the trench-parallel direction by buckling, rather than thickening. Not only does this413

buckling drive variations in along-strike trench curvature and slab morphology (see Fig-414

ures 5 and 6), but it also concentrates slab buoyancy, and this, in turn, drives the ob-415

served increase in sinking velocities.416

We find that discrepancies between Cartesian and spherical models increase with417

increasing width of the subducting slabs. Over the parameter space examined, quanti-418
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Figure 8. Front views of 4800 km-wide slab models, coloured by lateral distance from the

symmetry plane, in spherical (top, case S W4800) and Cartesian (bottom, case C W4800 Big)

cases, at simulation times of: (a/d) 4Myr; (b/e) 8Myr; and (c/f) 12Myr, respectively. Slab

depth is contoured in 100 km intervals. For the spherical case, slab width reduces with depth,

especially during the upper mantle sinking stage, as illustrated in panel a. Over the same period,

the width of the deepest part of the slab does not change substantially in the C W4800 Big case

(d). Upon interaction with the lower mantle at 660 km depth, poloidal flow ceases, and toroidal

flow focuses on the upper mantle portions of slabs, enhancing the curvature of slab edges for both

spherical (b,c) and Cartesian (e,f) cases.

tative diagnostics begin to diverge at a width of ∼ 2400 km. For narrower 1200 km-wide419

cases, big-domain Cartesian cases predict slab sinking and trench retreat velocities that420

are in good agreement with their spherical equivalent. At 2400 km width, however, trench421

retreat at the symmetry plane slows post interaction with the transition zone for the spher-422

ical model, while the trench continues to retreat almost unhindered in the bigger Carte-423

sian domain, and the trench advances in the reference domain. Similarly, for 4800 km-424

wide plates, the centre of the trench stagnates in spherical models, but continues to re-425

treat in the bigger Cartesian domain, and advances in the smaller box. Wider plates in426

spherical domains also experience more along-strike buckling, manifest in a reduction in427

slab width as a function of depth (Figure 4m-o), in the evolution of trench curvature (cf.428

Figure 5 where the maximum retreat distance is similar for Cartesian and spherical mod-429

els but Cartesian models retreat more at the symmetry plane), and in slab morpholo-430

gies at depth (Figures 6 and 8).431

It is clear, therefore, that the reduction of space with depth in spherical domains432

induces significant differences in the dynamics of subduction when compared to Carte-433

sian models. To accommodate the shrinking space, slab width reduces with depth through434

an increase in along-strike buckling (Figure 4m-o), enhancing trench curvatures (Figure435

5) as predicted by Morra et al. (2009, 2012). Importantly, we find that this process oc-436

curs in the complex rheology slabs and mantle flow examined here, thus complement-437

ing results from the isoviscous slabs of Morra et al. (2009, 2012).438

We found that within the parameter space investigated, the increased flexural stiff-439

ness of a spherical plate, which is expected to hinder plate deformation compared to a440

flat plate (Mahadevan et al., 2010), is not a significant factor. This would be expected441

to reduce along-strike variations in trench curvature, but we find the opposite, with the442

trench in the 4800 km-wide spherical case more curved (a difference of ∼ 180 km between443
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the points of most and least retreat) than that of the equivalent Cartesian case in the444

larger box (∼ 167 km between the points of most and least retreat, Figure 5c). Although445

results have not been shown here, we find that these trends are consistent for cases with446

older plates (i.e., with a larger negative buoyancy and strength than our reference plates)447

in Chen et al. (2022). This implies that the along-strike buckling that occurs during slab448

descent in a spherical domain is a more important consideration, overcoming its elevated449

flexural stiffness. This is in agreement with Chamolly and Ribe (2021), who used scal-450

ing analyses in an axisymmetric thin viscous shell to show that the reduction of space451

with depth in a concentric sphere leads to compressional Hoop stresses that drive buck-452

ling instabilities. Chamolly and Ribe (2021) also showed that the stiffening effect of spheric-453

ity acts more strongly on smaller and shallower plates. However, they noted two major454

limitations of their study: (i) the model’s axisymmetry limited subduction to occur solely455

via trench rollback, and prevented along-strike buckling of the plate; and (ii) the model456

neglected the free-slip boundary condition at Earth’s core-mantle-boundary, which will457

influence the flow regime. Given these limitations, it is reassuring that the conclusions458

of our study about the effect of plate shape on flexural stiffness, in a truly spherical ge-459

ometry with visco-plastic plates, are consistent.460

We did not observe any substantial impact from the transition zone’s curvature and461

its potential ability to enhance slab stagnation and trench retreat. As illustrated in Fig-462

ure 1(c), the transition zone curves away from the descending slab at the point of im-463

pingement. The angle of interaction of a slab with the curved interface at depth is shal-464

lower by the angular distance, θ, travelled by the slab tip, compared to a parallel slab465

that is in a Cartesian domain, where lateral movement of the slab tip does not affect the466

angle of incidence. Previous studies suggest that slab stagnation and trench retreat would467

be enhanced in spherical models as a result (e.g., Christensen, 2001; Torii & Yoshioka,468

2007; Tagawa et al., 2007; Ribe, 2010), yet the spherical cases predict less trench retreat469

than their Cartesian counterparts in the larger box domain (Figure 4g-i). We suggest470

that the aforementioned increased slab sinking velocity and bending-mode behaviour of471

the subducting plate on a sphere has a more dominant affect on subduction dynamics472

and the dip of the slab tip as it descends in the upper mantle, thus the assumption in473

Figure 1(c) that the Cartesian and spherical models have the same slab dip prior to in-474

teracting with the transition zone is unlikely to be valid.475

Overall, we find that Cartesian models provide a reasonable approximation of be-476

haviour on a sphere for narrower plates and for qualitative analyses of subduction sys-477

tems. However, when considering wider plates, such as those equal to or exceeding ∼ 2400 km478

in width, Cartesian models become less applicable, due to: (i) model dynamics being strongly479

affected by imposed sidewall boundary conditions, particularly in smaller Cartesian do-480

mains; (ii) their inability to capture the complexity of mantle flow generated by subduc-481

tion in a finite spherical shell domain; and (iii) wider plates being more strongly influ-482

enced by buckling to adjust to Earth’s sphericity during slab descent, a process that can-483

not be captured in Cartesian domains. It is worth emphasizing that our key results are484

consistent for older (i.e. stronger and denser) plates, where the spherical models also ex-485

hibit lower trench retreat velocities, greater along-strike curvature for wider slabs and486

higher sinking velocities, relative to their Cartesian counterparts. Given the computa-487

tional cost of our simulations, we have been unable to precisely identify the width at which488

the effect of sphericity invalidates Cartesian models, and it would also be sensitive to slab489

properties such as age and width. Nonetheless, based on the simulations presented herein,490

we suggest that the sphericity cannot be overlooked for slabs of width ∼ 2400 km or above.491

5 Implications for the Spatial and Temporal Evolution of Earth’s Sub-492

duction Zones493

Our analyses highlight the role of sphericity in influencing many of the primary fea-494

tures of Earth’s subduction zones, such as the evolution of trench curvature and slab mor-495
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phology at depth. Although curved trenches are predicted in our Cartesian models (Fig-496

ure 5), arising from toroidal flow around slab edges (e.g., Schellart, 2004; Funiciello et497

al., 2006; Stegman et al., 2006; Schellart et al., 2007), the reduction of space with depth498

in spherical domains further enhances trench curvature and slab buckling during slab499

descent (Figure 6), and drives an increase in the lateral stresses associated with subduct-500

ing slabs in a spherical domain (e.g., Fukao et al., 1987; Tanimoto, 1998; Yamaoka et al.,501

1986; Schettino & Tassi, 2012). Observations that support slab deformation to accom-502

modate such a reduction in slab width include seismicity and seismic tomography in re-503

gions such as the Nazca, Farallon, and Sumatran subduction zones (e.g., Cahill & Isacks,504

1992; Pesicek et al., 2008; Liu & Stegman, 2011; Hayes et al., 2018; van der Meer et al.,505

2018).506

Our results suggest that Cartesian models, that are executed in domains where the507

distance between the plate and side boundaries is insufficient to allow for the free trans-508

port of material around the slab, limit trench retreat, even promoting trench advance509

at the centre of wider subducting plates (e.g., the C W4800 case). The more readily re-510

treating trenches predicted in larger Cartesian or spherical domains will facilitate back-511

arc extension (e.g., Faccenna et al., 1996; Heuret et al., 2007; Nakakuki & Mura, 2013).512

Most existing studies that examined the role of plate width in modulating the dynam-513

ics of subduction were executed in domains of similar dimensions to our reference Carte-514

sian cases (e.g., Stegman et al., 2006; Schellart et al., 2007; Stegman, Schellart, & Free-515

man, 2010; Schellart, 2017, 2020). The inferences drawn from such models have been ap-516

plied to understanding the evolution of trench shape at several subduction zones, with517

a prominent example being the South American subduction zone and the formation of518

the Bolivian Orocline. Schellart (2017) propose that this orocline is principally the man-519

ifestation of the progressive evolution of a very wide subduction zone, while Schellart (2020)520

suggest that the formation of flat slabs in such wide and long-lived subduction zones could521

be facilitated by the slab centre resisting rollback. However, in the 6000 km-wide plate522

simulated in their studies, the oroclinal centre of the trench, upon which their key con-523

clusions on trench curvature and flat slabs are based, is likely exaggerated. This is shown524

by the comparison of our reference case C W4800 (with similar plate to domain ratio)525

to S W4800 (Figure 5), where trench curvature in the Cartesian case is overestimated.526

Our spherical models confirm that plate width has an important role to play in retard-527

ing trench retreat at the centre of the subduction zone. However, given the prominence528

of curvature at the Bolivian Orocline and the tendency for Cartesian models in smaller529

domains to overestimate the significance of such features, it is likely that other factors530

have enhanced orocline formation and induced flat slab subduction along the Andean531

Trench. These factors may include trench parallel variations in slab age (e.g., Capitanio532

et al., 2011; Müller et al., 2016), interactions with a thick continental overriding plate533

(e.g., Clark et al., 2008; Bonnardot et al., 2008; Capitanio, Stegman, et al., 2010; van534

Dinther et al., 2010), and the subduction of buoyant anomalies (e.g., Gutscher et al., 1999;535

Mason et al., 2010; Suchoy et al., 2022).536

Cartesian simulations of subduction have also been used to analyse how the pres-537

ence of buoyant anomalies, such as oceanic plateaus and ridges, influences the evolution538

of subduction systems. It was found that trench motion was retarded in the region of539

buoyant features, pinning the trench in a cusp shape (e.g., Mason et al., 2010; Suchoy540

et al., 2022). Suchoy et al. (2022) investigated the subduction of buoyant anomalies with541

Cartesian numerical models using a similar setup to the C W2400 case analysed here,542

and found that their effect is dependent upon their location along the trench. When the543

buoyant ridge impinges at the centre of the trench, where trench motion is already hin-544

dered by plate width, trench retreat is further reduced locally, leading to significant along-545

strike variations in trench shape and locally reducing slab dip. Conversely, when the buoy-546

ant anomalies impinge on the trench in a region where it would want to retreat substan-547

tially (i.e., towards slab edges), they have less of an influence on the evolution of trench548

shape and slab dip. Our spherical models also exhibit along-strike variations in trench549
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retreat for wider plates, hence the qualitative conclusions from Suchoy et al. (2022) re-550

main valid. However, our C W2400 case predicted a more significant reduction in trench551

retreat at the centre compared to the S W2400 case, suggesting that modelled trench552

shape variations due to the location of buoyant anomalies may be exaggerated in the smaller553

Cartesian domains.554

Our models demonstrate that the flow field generated by wider slabs on a sphere555

not only elevate velocities in directly-adjacent mantle, but also have farther reaching ef-556

fects. In the 4800-km wide spherical model, the subducting slab drives flow throughout557

the computational domain, which compares to a more localised flow field in the S W1200558

case (Figure 7). The dynamics predicted in the ‘Big’ 4800 km-wide Cartesian case, ex-559

ecuted in a domain of full width (mirrored at the symmetry plane) that exceeds Earth’s560

circumference, are also distinct from the equivalent spherical case, particularly when ex-561

amining trench motion and trench shape diagnostics. These differences indicate that the562

flow field generated by large plates can influence not only nearby subduction systems,563

but also dynamics elsewhere within the mantle, through feedbacks modulated by the spher-564

ical geometry that are not captured in larger Cartesian domains. The interaction between565

slabs in double subduction systems, either facing (e.g., Cocos and Antilles) or opposing566

each other (e.g., Izu–Bonin–Marianas and Ryukyu) or adjacent with opposing conver-567

gence (e.g., Ryukyu–Manila or Alpine–Apennine trenches) has been shown by many stud-568

ies in Cartesian boxes to be strongly affected by flow around the slab (e.g., Yamato et569

al., 2009; Č́ıžková & Bina, 2015; Király et al., 2017; Holt et al., 2017, 2018; Peral et al.,570

2020). When such double systems, or the distances between two systems, reach length571

scales that exceed ∼2400 km, we expect that the effects of sphericity on the flow field572

will influence how the two subduction systems interact. On an even greater scale, as ad-573

vocated by a number of previous studies (e.g., Becker & Faccenna, 2011; Matthews et574

al., 2012; Müller et al., 2016), our results demonstrate that large subduction systems on575

Earth, such as those associated with closure of the former Tethys ocean, or the present-576

day South American subduction zone, have the potential to strongly modulate global577

mantle flow, influencing the evolution of subduction zones in other parts of the globe,578

and potentially contributing towards global scale plate reorganisation events.579

Taken together, our results demonstrate that spherical models are important to un-580

derstand Earth’s subduction zones because: (i) they replicate the geometry of Earth’s581

mantle and do not include artificial side boundary conditions which alter the flow regime582

at and adjacent to subduction systems; (ii) they replicate the finite dimensions of Earth’s583

mantle, which facilitates a more realistic representation of feedback between mantle flow584

and subduction dynamics and will underpin future investigations into potential inter-585

actions between the flow field of different subduction zones; and (iii) they capture other586

geometric effects of Earth’s sphericity, including the reduction of space with depth and587

a radial gravity direction, which we have shown significantly impact the evolution of sub-588

duction systems.589

6 Conclusions590

We have presented a set of comparable multi-material composite-rheology free sub-591

duction models in 3-D Cartesian and spherical shell domains. With these, we have ex-592

amined the role of sphericity in dictating the dynamics of subduction, also highlighting593

the limitations of Cartesian models and the sensitivity of their predictions to domain size.594

We find that the modes of subduction predicted by Cartesian models, particularly those595

in larger domains and for narrower slabs, are similar to their spherical counterparts. How-596

ever, there are significant quantitative discrepancies between spherical and Cartesian mod-597

els and these increase with increasing plate width.598

Cartesian model results are strongly affected by box size, particularly as slab widths599

increase. This is because the mechanical boundary conditions imposed on sidewalls (which600
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do not exist within Earth’s mantle) influence the flow field, modifying material trans-601

port around the slab and, hence, trench retreat velocities, sinking velocities, and the evo-602

lution of the subduction system in general. The inferences drawn from some existing Carte-603

sian based studies must therefore be considered in light of these limitations, including604

those that have examined the role of slab width in dictating the dynamics of subduc-605

tion and the evolution of trench shape. Whilst this shortcoming can partially be over-606

come using larger computational domains (or imposing open or infinite sidewall bound-607

ary conditions), this fails to capture the complexity of mantle flow generated by subduc-608

tion in a finite domain such as Earth’s mantle, particularly as plates get wider. Indeed,609

when the dimensions of Cartesian boxes exceed the dimensions of Earth’s mantle, sim-610

ulations overestimate trench retreat, resulting in different slab morphologies and trench611

shapes.612

There is an additional irreconcilable difference between Cartesian and spherical mod-613

els: the reduction of space with depth in spherical shells, alongside the radial gravity di-614

rection, the effects of which cannot be captured in Cartesian domains, thus limiting their615

applicability. This reduction in space enhances along-strike buckling, trench curvature,616

and sinking velocities in spherical domains, with discrepancies between Cartesian and617

spherical models becoming more prominent for wider slabs. We find that the increased618

flexural stiffness of a spherical plate, which is expected to hinder plate deformation, is619

overshadowed by the slab buckling required to accommodate the reduction in space as620

the slab descends into deeper mantle, under the conditions considered herein. As a re-621

sult, spherical models predict more deformed trenches than comparable Cartesian mod-622

els, provided the latter are executed in domains of sufficient size.623

In conclusion, our results suggest that Cartesian models are suitable for basic qual-624

itative analyses of subduction style, particularly for narrower plates. However, spheric-625

ity must be considered for accurate quantitative analyses of Earth’s subduction systems,626

and is vital when investigating slabs at, or exceeding, ∼2400 km in width: at these scales,627

the effects of sphericity are too large to ignore.628

Open Research629
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